ICCA Program

International Opportunities Conceptual Discussion

Introduction: The ICCA office receives requests from individuals from other countries where the program does not currently exist. We now have IBT allowing us to offer testing anywhere.

Discussion: Do we want to develop a process for these individuals to earn their CCA?

Things to consider:

1. Language – we currently only offer the program in English and bilingual English/Mexican Spanish. We are in discussion with Brazil so Portuguese could be added in the future.
   a. This could be done where English is an acceptable language.
2. Agronomy/Agriculture Science – The subject matter of the exams and program would need to match with the country in question, not exactly but within reason.
3. Credentials and approval – we would need a committee that would review applications and prequalify individuals to sit for the exam. They would work with the ICCA office.
4. CEUs – these could be self-reported or have the individual submit the application for approval of an event, the committee would provide review.
5. International Committee – as mentioned this group would provide oversight, review of credentials and CEU applications.
6. Exams – two, ICCA and most appropriate local board exam
7. Fees – same as in North America
8. Transactions – all online

At this point, this is only a concept and we are seeking a discussion on whether the ICCA Program should move in this direction.

A task force could be formed to further discuss and develop how this could work and whether it should be done.